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Abstract
This study investigates the role of language in the communication and interpretation of intentions by examining
selected political speeches as pieces of discourse with specific goals. It presents and documents some of the
significant illocutionary acts that convey the intentions of speakers in the acceptance of nomination speeches of
presidential candidates in Nigeria. The acceptance of nomination speeches of Chief Obafemi Awolowo and Chief
M.K.O. Abiola form the bulk of our data. The study is based on insight from J.L. Austin (1962) speech act theory.
Five categories of speech acts identified by Searle’s (1969, 1976) are significant in the speeches. They include
assertive acts (27.3%), expressive acts (22.70%), commissive acts (22.70%), directive acts (18.2%) and declarative
acts which account for 9.1% of the total data. The study has revealed that the acceptance of nomination speeches are
characterised by illocutionary acts that are used to achieve persuasion. Hence, the data are characterised by a
preponderance of assertive, expressive and commissive acts that are mostly used as mobilization strategies,
especially in political campaigns, where it is essential for candidates to persuade their listeners to win elections. The
acts performed in the speeches examined are essentially similar; however, they were encoded more explicitly by
Chief Abiola than Chief Awolowo.
Keywords: Acceptance of nomination speeches, Intentions, Obafemi Awolowo, M.K.O. Abiola, Illocutionary act
1. Introduction
Studies on presidential speeches as an aspect of political discourse have been from wide range of perspectives.
Undoubtedly, political discourse has been a major domain of language use that has attracted the interests of
researchers for a long while. This is because political discourse is a complex human activity that deserves critical
study particularly because of its central place in the organisation and management of society. Some scholars have
examined the communicative strategies employed in political processes and the role of the media in the
dissemination of political messages (See Bennett, 1981; King, 1976; Gronbeck, 1978; Ozimede, 1985; Moore, 1987
and McQuail, 1992). Skoniecki and College (2004) examine President Ronald Regan’s of the United States of
America’s speech, calling for action against communism, to the people of West Berlin and the world. The speech,
‘Tear Down this Wall’ was delivered against the backdrop of the cultural history of the Americans and it culminates
in the opening of the Berlin wall. The study shows the effectiveness of Regan’s persuasive use of language in
facilitating the opening of the Berlin wall. Bullock (2003) examines the rhetorical strategies employed by President
Bush as means of persuasion for the prosecution of the Iraqi’s war and to justify America’s interest in prosecuting
the war. In a related work, Rudyk (2007) examines power relations in Bush’s union speech. The speech which
focuses on the semantic, syntactic and pragmatic levels of manipulations, studies the abuse of power in the US-Iraqi
war and its effects on the recipients. Pu (2007) investigates the deployment of linguistic and rhetorical strategies in
Bush’s speech at Tsinghua University, China.
In Nigeria, there are quite a number of scholarly contributions to the pool of studies on the language of politics.
Adegbija (1988) investigates military coup speeches in Nigeria. The paper which focuses the deployment of
discourse tact, reveals the effectiveness of discourse tact in ensuring that illocutionary force is achieved in discourse.
Oha (1994) is a stylistic study of the war speeches of Yakubu Gowon and Emeka Ojukwu. The study, which probes
into the nature and the relationship of style to meaning, examines how the conflict between the two sides is
demonstrated in their use of language. Wiredu (1996) looks at style in the language of politics in Nigeria by
focusing on the identification of the various persuasive strategies employed by politicians to sway the electorate.
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Also, Awonusi (1996) examines the discourse features and strategies in election campaign texts. The study focuses
on how Nigerian politicians use advertisement to project their image to voters. Opeibi (2004) is a discourse study of
the use of English in the 1993 presidential election campaigns in Nigeria. Opeibi examines how politicians use the
English language for effective communication of their goals. Adegoju (2005) examines style in political conflicts in
the June 12 crisis in Nigeria. The study accounts for the various ways language is used in defending and promoting
personal and group interests and in subverting the goals of opponents. Ayeomoni (2005) is a linguistic stylistic study
of some speeches of past Nigerian Military rulers. He observes that such speeches are replete with the use of
punctuation marks such as comma and full stops as stylistic devices to show frankness, fearlessness and boldness.
Further still, Adetunji (2009) studies speech acts and rhetoric in the Second Inaugural Address of President Olusegun
Obasanjo of Nigeria and President George Bush of America. The paper, which employs a combination of speech act
and rhetoric, proves that two contextually contiguous speeches may not have similar illocutionary forces and
rhetorical elements even when they belong to the same discourse genre. Babatunde and Odepidan (2009) examine
the roles of pragmatics and rhetoric in effective communication in politics and governance. Using select speeches of
President Olusegun Obasanjo as data, the paper explores the effects of context, intention and world knowledge on the
choice of acts performed in the data. Okpanachi (2009) examines the structure of power struggle and the underlying
ideologies in President Obasanjo‘s national address of 8th October, 2003, on the dispute between the Nigeria Labour
Congress (NLC) and the Federal Government. The paper reveals how Obasanjo uses language as a weapon to
categorise and portray the Nigerian Labour Congress (NLC) as an enemy of the state while portraying his
government as patriotic; expressly championing the interest of the people. Significant as these contributions are,
none has specifically characterised the acts performed in the acceptance of nomination speeches of presidential
candidates in Nigeria. This paper fills this gap.
2. The Data
The data for this study are selected speeches of Chief Awolowo (Presidential candidate of the Unity Party of Nigeria
-UPN- in 1979) and Chief Abiola (Presidential candidate of the Social Democratic Party -SDP- in 1993). They were
speeches accepting their nominations as the presidential candidates of their political parties. The speeches belong to
the non-spontaneous category of oral speeches. In other words, they were formally prepared for oral delivery. Chief
Awolowo’s speech was published in a collection of his speeches titled Path to Nigerian Greatness (1986), while
Chief Abiola’s speech was published in his election campaign publication titled Hope ’93: Farewell to Poverty
(1993). Of particular importance are the communicative goals and the contexts of these speeches. The details of the
speeches are presented in the table below:
Table 1. Details of the data analysed
Text Speaker
1.
Chief Obafemi Awolowo
2.
Chief M.K.O. Abiola
3. Theoretical Orientation

Topic
The challenges of the new era
Hope for Nigerians

Setting
UPN National Convention, Lagos
SDP National Convention, Jos

Date
6/10/78
29/03/93

The study of meaning as an enterprise in language study has attracted a lot of enquiries from various language
experts. So far, two major directions have been distinguished; these are semantics and pragmatics. Although these
perspectives are different, they are complementary. Semantics as the third branch of linguistics has been defined as
“the study of meaning”. According to Yule (1997:114), in semantic analysis, there is always an attempt to focus on
what the words conventionally mean. Thus, semantics studies the conventional meaning conveyed by the use of
words, phrases and sentences of a language. Pragmatics, on the other hand, is often described as the study of
language in use. Kempson (1986:251) defines pragmatics as “the study of the general cognitive principles involved
in the retrieval of information from an utterance.” In the same vein, Watson and Hill (1993:146) describe it as “the
study of language from the point of view of the user, especially the choices, the constraints he meets with in
employing the use of the language and the effects the use has on the communication situation.” The difference,
however, is that “while in semantic analysis, there is an attempt to focus on what the words conventionally mean,
pragmatic analysis focuses on what a speaker might want the words to mean on a particular occasion” (Yule
2003:114). Thus, meaning in pragmatics is defined relative to a speaker or user of the language, whereas meaning in
semantics is defined purely as a property of expressions in a given language, in abstraction from particular situations,
speakers or hearers (Leech 1983:6). Goddart (1998:15) clearly defines pragmatics as “the study of how speakers and
hearers interpret meaning in particular context -taking account of the physical and social situation, knowledge of
each other’s background and cultural conventions…”
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Central to Pragmatics is Speech Act Theory, (henceforth SAT), as it is concerned with specific social acts performed
in making utterances. SAT is traced to the view expounded in J.L. Austin’s seminal publication, How to Do Things
with Words (1962). Austin proves that there are many utterances whose production constitutes, partly or wholly, the
performance of an action. He began his theory by distinguishing between performative and constative utterances.
However, in a later development, he classified linguistic acts into three components. First, the locutionary act is the
act of saying something. Second, there is Illocutionary act, which is an act performed in saying something e g.
promising, naming, requesting, etc. It is the intention the speaker has in uttering a statement. The third is
perlocutionary act, which acts on the addressee, i.e. the response of the listener on his/her understanding of the
illocutionary force of an utterance.
Illocutionary act is central to SAT. In fact, SAT has become synonymous with illocutionary act. According to
Thomas (1995:51) “illocutionary Act, illocutionary force, pragmatic force, or just Force are used to mean the same
thing because the communicative purpose of utterance has been seen as the focal point in the performance of SA”.
Illocutionary act has been categorized variously. Austin (1962) categorized it into five classes -verdictives,
exercitives, commissives, habitives and expositives. However, he has been criticised on the basis of his claim that
English verbs correspond to these SA categories. Hence, Searle (1969; 1976) modified this classification upon the
recognition of the illocutionary force of utterances. His classification is as follows:
i.

Assertives: Commit speakers to the truth of some proposition e.g. stating, claiming, reporting,
announcing, etc.

ii.

Directives: Count as attempt to bring about some effect through the action of hearer e.g. requesting,
ordering, demanding, begging, etc.

iii.

Expressives: Count as the expression of some psychological state e.g thanking, apologising,
congratulating, etc.

iv.

Commissives: Commit speakers to some future action e.g promising, offering, swearing, etc. to do
something.

v.

Declarations: Speech acts whose successful performance brings about the correspondence between the
propositional content and reality. e.g naming a baby/ship, resigning, dismissing, accepting, etc.

We adopt Searle’s classification for the purpose of analysis in this paper.
A number of discourse situations manifests in the performance of social acts in different contexts of interaction,
especially with respect to English usage. Political communication involves a focus on meaning, the understanding of
which is largely a function of reaching the illocutionary force of a speaker’s utterances. Usually, politicians seek to
mould public perception of themselves and their programmes, and elicit support through their political speeches and
campaign activities, symbolic appeals and various rhetorical strategies. However, the ability of the electorate to
interpret rightly the political messages and intentions of the politicians and then respond appropriately is a function
of how effective these candidates are in deploying the linguistic facilities available to them. Politicians articulate a
lot of intentions in their speeches: they inform, inspire, assure, accuse, promise, direct, suggest, incite, apologize,
disagree, criticize, etc. This underscores the relevance of SAT to our data analysis. We therefore focus our attention
on the examination of the five major classes of illocutionary acts in the speeches. Further still, the analysis of a
speaker’s language use for persuasion and effective communication involves the context of utterance; hence, we
make recourse to the contextual backgrounds that influence specific illocutionary acts when the need arises.
4. Data Analysis
The data has revealed that assertive acts accounts for the largest proportion with 27.3% of the illocutionary acts
performed in our data. Next to this are expressive and commissive acts each accounting for 22.70%. Directive and
declarative acts account for 18.2% and 9.1% respectively. The summary of the illocutionary acts performed in our
data is presented in the table and the chart below.
Table 2. Summary of the illocutionary acts in the data
Acts
Expressive
Assertive
Commissive
Directive
Declaration
TOTAL
Published by Sciedu Press
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Figure 1. Perccentage Distribution of Illocuutionary Acts inn the Data
The reasonn for the prepo
onderance of assertive,
a
exprressive and commissive actss is because ouur data are speeches
accepting candidates’
c
nom
mination as preesidential flag bearers of theiir parties. Geneerally speakingg, the specific speech
s
acts perform
med in our datta can be compposed of as thannking the partyy delegates, asssuring, encouraaging, informinng and
promising them of bettter things to come and acccepting their nomination. Let
L us now discuss
d
in detaail the
performancce of each of th
hese acts in ourr data.
4.1 Expresssive Acts
As earlier stated,
s
expresssive acts perforrm the functionn of revealing the psychologgical state of thhe speakers aboout the
state of afffairs which thee illocution presupposes. Exppressive act is often
o
used to communicate
c
s
speaker’s
intenntion in
relation to the situation. Expressive
E
acts in our data innclude thankinng, praising, enncouraging, insspiring, and asssuring,
and they acccount for 22.7
7% of the utteraance acts in ouur data. Let us consider
c
the foollowing extraccts:
Extract 1
I am mo
ost grateful to all
a of you for thhe unqualified honour you haave done
me by nominating
n
me as the presidenntial candidatee of the Unity Party
P
of
Nigeria for the comingg election in 19979 (Text I)
Extract 2
I do sinccerely hope wee will succeed not only at thee presidential ellection
but also
o at the other prreceding elections (Text I)
Extract 3
Enough
h of despair andd despondencyy; this must be our
o season of hope
h
and
renewall. (Text II).
Extract 4
… I dofff my hat for yoour doggednesss and determinnation to fight against
a
all oddss and for being a beacon of hoope to Nigeriann womanhood (Text II).
Extract 5
I know thhat together, we can replaace cynicism with confidennce; we can replace disillusionment wiith
optimism…
…I want your support
s
to baniish the thinkinng that our belooved country cannot
c
know reeal developmeent
and prospeerity in our lifettime. (Text II)
The attitudde of Chief Obafemi Awolow
wo is not hiddeen in extract 1. He expresses appreciation to
t party delegaates for
his nominaation as their presidential
p
caandidate. In thiis extract, the adjectives graateful and unqqualified descriibe his
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state of mind. He is happy that he has been nominated the presidential candidate of his party. He raises the hope of
his listeners to succeed in the elections in extract 2. The adverb sincerely and the verbs hope and succeed capture this.
He performed the illocutionary acts of inspiring and assuring.
In extract 3, Chief M.K.O. Abiola demonstrates that he is unhappy with the general attitude of despair and
despondency displayed by the people. Thus, he inspires and encourages his listeners towards developing the positive
attitude of hope and renewal.
In a political landscape dominated by men, it is a natural thing to praise an only woman (Serah Jibril) who against all
odds raises her head to slug it out with men. Chief Abiola performs the act of praising in extract 4 by acknowledging
the doggedness of this woman.
The illocutionary force of extract 5 is encouraging. The speaker performs this act when he says I know that together,
we can replace cynicism with confidence; we can replace disillusionment with optimism. The plural collective
pronoun we (repeated twice) and the modal auxiliary can (indicating possibility) support the clause, I know that
together, to encourage the listeners. This is a technique, called plain folks (Wiredu, 1996), used by politicians to
identify with the audience they wanted to reach as a way to show that they (politicians) recognize and appreciate
their contributions. The last sentence in the extract has the force of inspiring. The speaker hereby inspires his
listeners to continue to support his mandate by making them feel important in the realization of his objective
(winning the election). This is what he wants to achieve when he says I want your support to banish..., which implies
that the objective cannot be realized without them.
4.2 Assertive Acts
Assertive act is the most common illocutionary act in our data representing 27.3% of the total utterance acts
performed in the data. Assertive acts in our data include stating, suggesting, describing, claiming and informing.
While some are indicated by the appropriate use of assertive verbs, others are inferred from the meanings of the
sentences. Let us consider the following extracts:
Extract 6
This is a time of great difficulty and uncertainty, a time of the most daunting challenges. (Text I)
Extract 7
I make bold to say fellow compatriots that government is a serious business
and if we hope to get out of our grim economic predicament, we must of
necessity, employ the fundamental principles of serious business

undertaking. (Text II)

Extract 8
Fellow compatriots, I stand before you as a full-blooded Nigerian who

belongs to every home. (Text II)

Extract 9
However, to succeed and to be sustained in office, the next civilian administration must not only arrest and reverse
the deterioration, but must also re-activate, re-generate and give a new boost to our economy and public finance.
(Text I)
In extract 6, Chief Abiola paints the picture of the socio-economic and political realities of the period. Phrases like
daunting challenges and great difficulty, vividly describe the situation and the steps taken so far to find a lasting
solution to the problems. The utterance act in this extract is describing. The utterance act in extract 7 is stating and
suggesting. Stating is achieved through the verb phrase make bold to say and suggesting is encoded in the split verbal
chain must of necessity employ. In stating, the speaker makes reference to the socio-political and economic
challenges of the nation and suggests how to arrest the situation. The speaker performs the act of claiming in extract
8. He claims his state of origin and a detribalized Nigerian. In extract 9, Chief Awolowo performs the act of stating.
He states the steps needed to be taken by the following civilian administration in order to put the ailing economy of
the nation back on track. Consider the import of the coordinator that subsumes the verbal elements, must not only
arrest and reverse the deterioration, but must also re-activate, re-generate and give a new boost, in encoding this act
of stating. He implicitly inspires his listeners by convincing them that he understands the problems and he has plans
to tackle them. The verbs “arrest, reverse, re-activate, and regenerate” describes the decisive actions aimed at
tackling the ailing economy and they also reveal the posture of the speaker in solving the problem. Therefore, the
speaker performs the acts of stating and inspiring to persuade his listeners to trust him.
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4.3 Commissive Acts
In commissive acts, information is supplied regarding the participants’ intention to carry out a future action.
Commissive acts account for 22.7% of the total illocutionary acts performed in our data. Such acts include promising,
pledging, offering, vowing and swearing. Here are extracts from our data.
Extract 10
The following declaration of mine is irrevocable under all and any
circumstances namely: I hereby dedicate the rest of my life to the
service of the people of Nigeria, nay Africa, by promoting their
welfare and happiness (Text I).
This extract is a restatement of the speaker’s resolve to dedicate the rest of his life to the service of the people. He
performs the act is promising or a vowing to be selfless and to promote the welfare of the people in all circumstances.
The speaker indirectly refers to the leadership crisis that has negatively affected the fortune of the nation. The
utterance act is encoded with the verb dedicate which is pre-modified by the adverb hereby (here and now). The
speaker, therefore, performs the illocutionary act of promising or vowing to influence the listeners to accepting him
as a candidate who has good intentions towards them.
Extract 11
I will draw on the confidence that I have cultivated, won and enjoyed
for decades to help move this country forward (Text II).
There are elements of prediction in the use of the verb phrases will draw and will be. The modal auxiliary, will,
captures a pre-emptive futurity of the speaker’s actions or intentions. Thus, in extract 11, Chief Abiola performs the
illocutionary act of promising to do something, the effect of which will be felt in future. This agrees with Dunmire
(2005) that commissives are manifested essentially through modal auxiliaries which serve to indicate the futurity of
speakers’ intentions.
Extract 12
Hope is what I promise to restore to our country with your mandate to run for president…I am determined to replace
doubt with optimism.
I shall renew hope in the Nigerian dream through articulation and pursuit of a new vision of a great Nigeria. (Text
II).
In this extract, the speaker performs the acts of promising and swearing. He expressly performs the act of promising
with the illocutionary verbs promise and shall renew. The illocutionary force of swearing is implied in the verb
phrase determined to replace. The people have lost hope in their leaders and the nation; hence, he promises to restore
hope. It should also be noted that the phrases “promise to restore”, “determine to replace” and “shall renew” have
futuristic implications. There was an atmosphere of hopelessness or despondency in the country caused by the
perennial leadership and economic crises which are common knowledge to participants in this context. Therefore, the
intention of the speaker in this extract is to convince the listeners of his capability of turning things around in their
favour by providing them with good leadership if given the opportunity by electing him president of the nation.
Extract 13
I declare my preparedness to utilize all the arsenal of resources which it has
pleased the Almighty God to endow me with, for the collective upliftment
of the Nigerian people (Text II).
Chief Abiola exploits his socio-economic background in extract 13 to perform the illocutionary acts of pledging and
vowing with such phrases as arsenal of resources and endow me with. He intends to prove to his listeners that he
has all it takes to achieve results having succeeded in business and his antecedent as a wealthy philanthropist. The
speaker uses the verb declare and the noun preparedness to perform the illocutionary acts of pledging and vowing.
4.4 Directive Acts
In directive acts, speakers try to get the hearers to do something. It includes acts of commanding, requesting,
condemning, warning, urging, and disagreeing. Directive acts are very few in our data accounting for 18.2% of the
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total data for this study. Examples in our data include acts of warning, urging and condemning and their force can be
identified by recourse to the meaning of the sentences as in extract 14, 15 and 16 below:
Extract 14
Any rehash of the style of governance of the First Republic, however
seeming or disguised, might induce in the people a desire for return
to military rule (Text I)
The illocutionary force in extract 14 is warning and urging. The speaker warns against any act of indiscipline and
urges his listeners to avoid such acts that could lead to the termination of the following civilian administration. The
reference made to the First Republic, which was cut short by military intervention as a result of indiscipline and bad
leadership, facilitates our understanding of the illocutionary force of this extract. The noun, rehash, which means to
recycle old ideas serve the referential function.
Extract 15
This fact alone, that is of firm and effective military presence in our public life for more than thirteen years…could
afflict the new civilian administration with fear, over-caution or loss of initiative… (Text I)
Extract 16
So, it is clear that the Executive Presidency of Nigeria is an office which should not be adventured into
light-heartedly or recklessly, or with ones’ mind suffused and dominated with self-regarding, ethnocentric, or tribal
prejudices, predilection and partial affection. (Text I)
In extract 15, Chief Awolowo performs the directive act of warning. Here again, the contextual background of the
text facilitates our understanding as he makes reference to incessant military rule in Nigeria. As at 1979, when this
speech was delivered, the military had ruled for thirteen of the nineteen years of the existence of Nigeria as an
independent nation. He condemns the protracted military rule and the effects it may have on the in-coming civilian
administration and warns that it should be discouraged in our political scene. Also in extract 16, the speaker directs
his act of warning and urging towards all presidential aspirants of the period to avoid any act that will further
compound the problems of the nation. He clearly warns against acts of indiscipline on the part of anybody who
eventually becomes the president.
4.5 Declarative Acts
The performance of declarative acts brings about a change in the world. These include acts of endorsing, declaring,
appointing, naming, resigning, accepting, nominating, and applying and so on. Declarative acts are not common
features of acceptance speeches; hence, examples are very few in our data. They account for only 9.1% of our data.
Text I does not have any, while only four examples are identified in text II.
Extract 17
I accept the mandate, not in a selfish quest for leadership but as a call to service. I accept the mandate with humility
and sincerity of purpose as a call to the service of our fatherland (Text II)
Chief M.K.O Abiola accepts the mandate given him as the presidential candidate of his party after his election. The
illocutionary act performed here is accepting which serves to encourage his listeners to further support him in
winning the election. The speaker also uses the verb accept; to encode his intention (accepting). The act of accepting
is achieved with the clause, I accept the mandate (repeated twice). Also the adjective selfish and the nouns humility
and sincerity further reinforce this act.
Extract 18
I hereby reaffirm that all delegates will henceforth be my coordinators in all their respective localities. Letters of
appointment to this effect will be distributed as I am speaking to you. (Text II)
The speech from which this utterance was extracted was delivered by the speaker (Chief Abiola) after his election as
the presidential candidate of his party (SDP) at the party’s national delegates’ congress. The major illocutionary act
performed in this extract is appointing. The speaker appoints all party delegates as coordinators in their respective
localities using the verb phrase will henceforth be. Also, the phrase, hereby reaffirm, is used for emphasis to
perform the declarative act of appointing. This, in a way, shows that the speaker acknowledges their (delegates) work
and appreciates them. Even though the last sentence in the extract is a promise, the immediate fulfilment (distributed
as I am speaking to you) makes it a directive act of appointing.
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5. Conclusion.
This study has examined selected political speeches as pieces of discourse with specific goals. It accounts for the
structure, meaning and communicative functions of the speeches as naturally occurring utterances produced in
particular socio-cultural contexts for the accomplishment of some goals. It presents and documents some of the
significant illocutionary acts that convey the intention of the speakers in the selected speeches. The analysis of the
two speeches reveals that acceptance of nomination speeches, like Presidential Inaugural Speeches (PIA), are
characterised by a preponderance of assertive, expressive, and commissive acts (Adetunji 2009). However, unlike
PIA, acceptance (of nomination) speeches are mostly used as mobilization strategies, especially in political campaign
where it is essential for candidates to persuade their listeners towards a desired goal of winning elections (See Cheng
2006). Also, speakers’ intentions are communicated either directly or indirectly in their speeches and a single
utterance can have more than one pragmatic force tied to it.
Finally, the acts performed in the speeches examined are essentially similar, since they are acceptance speeches.
Besides, they share almost the same contextual features except for the time frame between the two speeches
(1979-1993) which might have aggravated existing challenges. However, the five speech act types identified in the
speeches were encoded more explicitly by Chief Abiola than Chief Awolowo.
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